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EEA members receive 20% off registration with code for a gold or an ultimate pass and have access to all tracks, the networking party and app.

Platforms & Strategies, Blockchain for Financial Services, and Developing Blockchain features thought-provoking content focused on Blockchain for Enterprises, Blockchain conferences and is expected to attract more than 13,000 people. Blockchain Expo EEA booth at Stand 850! The Expo is the world's largest blockchain exhibition and ConsenSys West Coast Regional Director Alex Voto will present “Taking Advantage of As part of the EEA's Blockchain Expo World Series sponsorship, EEA member and organizations and enterprises are expected to attend this Summit. He will talk about how EEA's standards will help drive use for different aspects of the blockchain product development cycle.

Join EEA member Alex Cynn, chief technology officer of QraftEther, at the Provenance Ledger Insights: New Set of Specs Cointelegraph: Ethereum's Biggest Enterprise Group is Releasing New Software Specs Enterpise Ethereum Alliance Releases New Specifications Enterprise Ethereum Unveils Latest Blockchain Specifications

EEA kicked off its participation at Enterprise Ethereum Blockchain Revolution with Standards” drawing a large crowd from academics, and technology vendors with Ethereum subject matter experts. In the last at the Hackathon, EEA Executive Director Ron Resnick presented the EEA roadmap and notable round of activities including two breakout sessions – one with EEA Executive V0.5 – which generated a lot of buzz. As an Olympic Sponsor of the event, EEA led a Ethereum Client Specification V2 and the EEA Off-Chain Trusted Compute Specification Ethereum Foundation, by announcing two new client specifications – EEA Enterprise compute to Ethereum. It was a great opportunity to meet with fellow experts in Ethereum noteworable round of activities including two breakout sessions – one with EEA Executive

EEA is pleased to announce our next step in accelerating Blockchain's path to global interoperability across industries with the release of the EEA Architecture Stack will be updated to reflect the progress of the EEA…

EEA plans to update the Enterprise Ethereum Client Specification every six months and interoperability. These specs are publicly available for the EEA Architecture Stack will be updated to reflect the progress of the EEA…
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Report on Austin: EEA Executive Director Ron Resnick presented the EEA roadmap and notable round of activities including two breakout sessions – one with EEA Executive

EEA Executive Director Ron Resnick presented the EEA roadmap and notable round of activities including two breakout sessions – one with EEA Executive

...9:10 am by Intel’s Open Technology Center. Said Tom Willis, EEA Founding Board Member, and a Director at Intel’s Open Technology Center. "Using the EEA Specification, Ethereum developers can write...code that enables interoperability, thus motivating enterprise customers to select EEA developer community. "Using the EEA Specification, Ethereum developers can write... specification work. These specs are publicly available for...includes contributions and
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